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Abstract

This pilot study contributes to the building of an art installation that aims to build an emotional communication loop with the audience. It will do so by reacting to or mimicking the audience’s changes in emotional expressions according to emotional contagion dynamics. The study aims to inform the project by gaining a better understanding of emotional contagion patterns and the factors that may affect how people emotionally engage in this art context. The analysis of our early experiments shows reflex mechanisms of facial expression mimicry and counter-mimicry that follow patterns similar to those reported in the psychology literature. In fact, automatic mimicry and counter-mimicry correlated to some extent to whether or not the audience felt to be interacting with a real person. Furthermore, the results indicate that individual differences play a role in the way people can emotionally engage with this type of artwork. However, irrespective of these differences, the interaction led the audience to introspect and reflect about emotions.

1. Introduction

With emotion recognition technology becoming available [1,2,3,7], it is now possible to create digital interactive art installations able to engage in an emotional interaction loop with their audience. These interactive emotion aware-art installations could have a wide variety of applications that go beyond art per-se, e.g., therapy. Various installations of this kind have been proposed with the intent to investigate the way people engage with them.

In [4], the interactive emotion-aware installation takes the form of a tree that recognizes the emotion of a person from voice and facial expressions. The tree grows in a naturalistic manner starting from an initial cluster of small shoots into a larger tree with coloured leaves. The user can influence this growth by interacting with the tree and creating a unique tree structure. The experiments showed that participants could strongly engage with the piece of art and were emotionally attached to their creation. However, differently from what the authors expected, their participants did not feel that the emotion expressed through the tree’s emerging structure reflected their own emotions. The engaging experience was somehow built in a personal way through the interaction.

Wright et al. [5] presented an interactive artistic installation that creates an alter ego of the person it is interacting with, and displays emotions loosely mirroring those of that person, challenging their perception of identity. The participants communicated with the system, and found the experience very engaging and immersive.

Another interesting project is the Enactive Cinema project [6] where the spectator’s heart rate is monitored to inform the character-based storyline. The way the narrative unfolds, the soundscape and the rhythm are biased by how the spectator experiences the emotional dynamics between the characters.

In [20], the art installation responds to its audience by expressing the audience’s emotion using colours, shapes and meaning. The main idea is to invite the audience to emotionally interact with the installation by dynamically presenting them with visual representations of the captured audience’s emotion or visual representation of different emotions.

The visual representations are created by capturing and automatically recognizing the facial expression of a person and then combining this expression with colours, shapes and messages selected from a database before projecting the expression back to the person. By realizing that the installation reacts to their expressions, the audience is led to act out different emotional expressions.

The study presented in this paper is part of the Chameleon project [9], another interesting project of this type. Through collaboration between artists, curators, neuroscientists, affective computing experts and human computer interaction teams, the Chameleon project investigates the scientific foundations of emotional contagion, transforming it into an art experience. It follows and critiques the scientific methodology, creating scientific and artistic research, as well as new models to be used in scientific experiments, and new ways to experience art.

The Chameleon installation interacts with its audience by recognizing the audience’s emotional expressions and by displaying videos of emotional portraits (figure 1). It uses facial expression recognition technology [1] to detect the audience’s emotional state and uses a database of emotional video portraits built by the artist to create the response.

Besides from creating an emotional bond with the audience and awareness of their emotional expressions
as [20], our project also studies the more complex dynamics of emotional contagion [9], and ways to create emotional introspection in the audience. The main objective of the emotional portraits is hence to create an emotional communication loop: 1) by eliciting an automatic often unconscious emotional expression in the audience; and 2) by responding to the audience’s emotional expression with an expression that reflects the emotional contagion process.

Before reporting on the results of the study, we briefly review the literature on emotional contagion.

2. Emotional contagion

Hatfield et al. [9] defined primitive emotional contagion as “the tendency to automatically mimic and synchronize facial expressions, vocalization, postures, and movements with those of another person and, consequently, to converge emotionally”. The transfer of emotions is the product of a complex interaction between several processes, involving simulation of the other person’s sensations and emotions, rationality, instinct, and conditioned reactions [19]. A possible neurological structure at the basis of this phenomenon is the mirror neuron system [11], the system at the basis of imitation.

Given the social role played by emotional expressions, it can be easily understood why such transfer mechanisms are very important in mediating social interaction. Various studies have shown that emotional contagion takes often place. In a study presented in [12], for example, participants were asked to listen to the voice of an actor reading an impartial script by using a sad, happy or neutral voice. Afterwards, when asked to rate their own emotions, the participants’ emotion reflected the emotion of the actors they had listened to.

In [15], Hess and Blairy investigated whether people show emotional contagion in response to relatively weak and dynamic facial expressions of emotions of anger, sadness, happiness and disgust. They found evidence on mimicry for each type of emotion. Furthermore, they found evidence of emotional contagion for expressions of happiness and sadness but not for anger and disgust. In [21], facial electromyography was used to measure the responses of observers to facial expressions of sadness, fear, surprise, happiness, disgust and anger. The results showed that, to a large extent, the responses were consistent with the emotional expressions portrayed by the stimuli.

However, humans do not always respond to an emotional expression with exactly an equivalent emotional expression. Other evolutionary principles may guide social interaction. An expression of anger may unconsciously trigger an expression of sadness as a form of empathy. Gender and attitude towards the expressers are also factors that can affect the automatic response [16].

Furthermore, various studies (see [16] for a review) showed that the level of facial mimicry varies as a function of social context and type of emotional expression. In particular, it was found that whereas the mimicry of positive expressions was independent of the relation between observers and expressers, negative expressions were mimicked only when shown by a member of the group. Studies also showed that emotional expressions do not always trigger mimicry. In case of competition counter-mimicry is in fact observed, e.g., an expression of pain could trigger a smile [18].
Understanding, the dynamics that are at the basis of this emotional loop and exploit them to create emotional awareness is one of the aims of the Chameleon project. The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the research questions that this study has addressed. Then, section 4 describes the experiment setting and the experiment protocol used to address these questions. Finally we report and discuss the results of the experiment and of further interviews carried out with some of the participants.

3. Research questions

This study aims to investigate if and how people emotionally engage with videos of emotional portraits (see figure 2 for examples of video emotional portraits). In particular we are interested in creating a better understanding of: 1) the power that these emotional portraits have in inducing some form of unconscious emotional response in an observer; 2) the dynamics governing such responses; 3) the ability to induce a need for emotional introspection and reflection.

In order to address these questions, we have created a system that responds to the emotional expressions of an observer by displaying videos of emotional portraits selected from the Chameleon’s database. The videos are selected on the basis of a set of rules (called here Emotion Transfer algorithm) built upon the principles of emotional contagion responses [16,17,18] and on our general experience of emotional interaction. These rules are based upon probabilistic values associated to each type of emotional response. The probabilistic values are shown in Table 1. We do not argue that this set of rules reflects exactly the way humans react. The aim here is to create a form of human-like response (rather than a random or an exact replica) from the system and create the basis for exploring the existence of response patterns in the artwork context that may be integrated in later versions of the system.

4. Experiment

Since the Chameleon project is still in progress and the facial expression recognition system is not yet fully functional, we used a Wizard of Oz [13] type of scenario to investigate the questions.

A prototype was implemented on a laptop connected to a web cam and an external LCD screen (see Figure 3 for the set up of the experiment). The observer is sitting down at a desk and looking at an LCD screen showing a selection of videos of emotional expressions displaying six basic emotions (stimuli): happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise, and neutrality. A web cam captures the face of the observer while s/he is looking at the stimulus. The wizard of Oz (called rater from now on) sits out of the line of sight of the observer, so as not to influence his/her emotions, and watches the observer through a computer connected to the web cam.

The rater labels each change of facial expression of the observer in real time using one of six emotions categories. The label is automatically sent to the reaction engine that, by using the set of rules described in Table 1, selects the new stimulus to present to the observer. The selection of the stimulus is made in such a way that the recurrences of the same video are minimized, i.e., a certain video is re-used only once all the instances of the videos of the same emotion expression category (e.g., happy) have been used. If the observer does not show any emotional response (i.e., a change in emotional expression), after 5 stimuli expressing the same emotion, have been shown, a new emotion category for the stimuli is randomly selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Emotion Transfer Algorithm’s weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observers’ Reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surpr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Examples of sad expressions from the Chameleon facial expression database.

Figure 3: Wizard of Oz experiment set-up
The system keeps a time stamped record of the list of videos presented to the observer, of the observer’s emotional responses (i.e. recorded video of his/her facial expression during the experiment) and of the rater’s labels (i.e. the manual classification of the observers’ emotional expressions). The experiment was split over 2 sessions of about 7 minutes each with a break of 3-5 min between them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Results from Questionnaire and Number of Expressive Reactions (including and excluding neutral facial expression) to stimuli.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observers</td>
<td>Questionnaire Responses 1: strongly disagree, 5: strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Stimuli and participants

The artist had created a database of short segments of video clips showing a mixture of actors and non-actors expressing emotions (Figure 2). Subjects were shot in a studio space with a black background. Twenty subjects were asked to express six basic emotional states: happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise, and neutrality. A range of techniques were used to elicit emotional responses from the subjects. A subset of this database was used in this study: 5 different instances for each of the 6 categories of emotional expressions for 1 actor for a total of 30 different videos. Eleven observers were recruited on a voluntary basis amongst students and friends.

4.2. Measuring the experience

After the experiment all the observers were given a multiple choice form about their experience, and 5 of them were also interviewed. The possible answers for each question were on a 5-point scale: 1 – Strongly Disagree, 2 – Disagree, 3 – Neutral, 4 – Agree, 5 – Strongly Agree. In this paper, we focus on the following four questions of the questionnaire:

Q1. I felt the emotion that the person on the screen was expressing.
Q2. I felt like I wanted to respond to the person on the screen
Q3. The interaction felt as if I was actually with another person
Q4. The interaction felt like when I am looking at the webcam feed of another person

5. Analysis and Results

Table 2 reports the results of the questionnaire and the reaction patterns of the observers.

The questionnaire results show that: 6 observers felt the stimulus emotions; 8 observers felt the desire to respond to the stimulus emotions; 5 observers felt that they were interacting with a person or looking at a person (according to the answers to Q3 and Q4). Observer O5 felt the desire to respond to the stimuli, although she said she did not experience their emotions.

According to the rater’s classification, 10 observers reacted visibly during the experiment by displaying a series of different emotional expressions. Unfortunately, there was a problem with the recording of the first observer and the recording could not be stored. It is interesting to note that Observer O9 showed a frequency of expressive response above average even though he reported feeling neutral about wanting to respond. Instead, Observer O3 responded most negatively to the questionnaire and indeed reacted the least. However, a closer inspection of the recorded video of O3 reveals many reactions of lesser intensity that would not have been easily recognised by the rater in real time.

Table 3: Reaction Patterns of Observers: for each entry of the table, the first value corresponds to the observers that agreed with question 3 (“… I felt I was actually with another person”), and the second value corresponds to the observers that disagreed with it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutr.</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surpr.</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disg.</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One reason why some observers may have felt that they were not interacting with a person could be due to the fact that the used stimuli were mainly acted and
sometimes exaggerated. It is possible that with more naturalistic expressions, the bond between observer and artwork might be easier to create.

Table 3 summarises the reaction patterns observed by the rater at run time. We have separated the results for the observers that felt they had been interacting with a person from those that felt they had not. The reason is that we expected different patterns of reaction between the two groups. In the rest of the paper, we call G1 the first group of observers and G2 the second group.

Comparing tables 1 and 3, it can be seen that the observers reacted to the Happy, Sad and Neutral stimuli in a similar way to how the system is programmed to react to them. In particular, the clear mimicry patterns shown by both groups of observers (73%, 80%) in response to Happy reflect the results reported in previous studies that positive facial expressions trigger mimicry and emotional contagion irrespective of the relation between observer and expresser and of the observer’s attitude towards the expresser [16]. A similar but less pronounced instance of mimicry is seen for Sad. Whereas 65% of the G1 observers (i.e., that felt they were interacting with another person) mimicked the Sad expressions, only 44% of the G2 observers mimicked the expression and 47% remained Neutral. This is again in accordance with previous studies [16] that showed that in the case of negative emotion, a mimicry response can be inhibited or can elicit a counter-expression when observer and expresser are not socially related. Accordingly, Anger stimuli elicited mainly a Neutral reaction in both groups of observers, though G1 was more strongly affected, and reacted with more Sadness and Surprise. Disgust stimuli elicited mainly a Neutral response in G1 and mainly a Happy response in G2 (probably counter-mimicry of amusement). Surprise elicited mainly a Happy reaction in both groups (again to probably to do with amusement). The way the observers experience the interaction with the artwork may hence have an impact on their ability to empathize with it.

Overall these results indicate that the weights of the Emotion Transfer algorithm for negative emotions should be modified to take into account the relation that emerges between observer and expresser (audience and artwork). The Emotion Transfer algorithm should be endowed with a mechanism that can bias the selection of the response according to the relation that emerges between the observer and artwork. For example, counter-mimicry rules such as an expression of happiness in the observer in response to an expression of anger or disgust in the expresser (artwork) could be expected when a co-operative or empathic relation does not take place as shown in the study by Lanzetta and Englis [18]. The challenge hence becomes how to automatically detect or evaluate such relation. This question will be investigated in future work.

5.1. Interviews: emotional introspection

Five of the observers of the Wizard of Oz experiment were interviewed in a semi-structured manner. The results showed that a prolonged experience involving stimulus expressions perceived as emotionally congruent by the observer could indeed trigger reflection and introspection. One of the observers for example said: “I was thinking of some sad things that happened to me, when [...] the stimulus was sad for a while, it felt like a long time, and it reminded me of some things”. Another observer reported: “I didn’t like it when he looked sad and I didn’t know why”.

Also the vagueness of the interaction created space for reflection. An observer noted “I was looking at him and he turned around, it was strange, I asked myself why he would do that, it never happened to me, so I was looking at him to understand”. Hence, situations that are stimulating on the one hand and vague on the other seem to facilitate engagement and reflection. They capture the attention of the observer, and induce him/her into a directed reflection by trying to clarify the meaning of the stimulus.

Another type of event that facilitated engagement with the artwork was behavioural mimicry. An observer reported that he felt that the videos was mimicking his gesture “If I did something with my hand he did it too”. These events are consistent with Gaver et al. [14]. In fact, randomness introduced by errors, which is in itself meaningless, seems to generate a richer behaviour in people, as they assign meaning to it.

When asked about what diminished the quality of their experience, one of the observers said “when you are being filmed that’s weird” and this made the experimenter notice in some of the following participants that the presence of the web cam was making them somewhat nervous. The level of engagement between observers and artwork could hence be increased by creating a more stimulating environment where people do not feel recorded. It is possible that in the real setting people would feel less observed as there will not be a rater evaluating them, but this will be automatically accomplished by the system in a more transparent way.

6. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to further understand the emotional contagion patterns that can occur when interacting with an artistic installation.

First of all, the experiments show that our composition of short video clips of actors expressing emotions is a compelling enough stimulus to elicit visible emotional reactions in the observers. All observers reacted visibly to the stimuli. Most observers reported that they felt the emotion expressed by the
stimulus or the desire to react emotionally to it. These results are in line with the idea that reactions to emotional stimuli will arise with or without the perception, or intervention of the conscious part of the mind, as shown empirically in [10]. The reaction patterns to Happy, Sad and Neutral stimuli reflect the algorithm implemented in the system whereas Angry, Disgust and Surprise showed lack of mimicry or emotional contagion and the presence of counter-mimicry expressions. The level of mimicry and counter-mimicry correlated to whether the observer felt to be interacting with another person or not. This means that when undertaking such studies, an average across the whole result set may not represent a typical behaviour. It is hence necessary to conduct a larger scale study to identify self reportable traits that can predict the way the observers will relate in this sort of context.

The interviews with the observers gave evidence of introspective experiences, for example reflecting on events in their personal lives that they relate to the emotional stimuli. Even though the number of participants was small, the results indicate that such types of emotion-aware digital arts have the potential to affect people’s emotions and hence to be used not only for the entertainment industry, but also in other situations such as therapy, where becoming aware of emotions in oneself and other people is an important step of the process.

At the time this paper is being written, we are investigating how these introspection effects persist with a large installation in a public environment, given the addition of audio, large screens and group interaction influencing the attention focus of the spectators in different proportions.

Furthermore, we are now using a wider variety of videos to improve the immersion and the general experience, after most people that were interviewed mentioned that repeating videos made it look “less real”.

Overall, this preliminary experiment showed interesting and positive results. A more complete study that addresses the limitations discussed in this section needs however to be carried out to derive more definitive conclusions.
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